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Selected As A Best All Round KentOcky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
United Press International

Vol. LXXXXI No. 50

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 28, 1970

Tag Sales
End Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
— Gov. Louie B. Nunn anthere
Friday
nounced
would be no extension for
purchasing automobile lic
ease plates past the deadline of midnight Feb. 28.
"After extensive evaluation with the leadership
of the county clerks association and discussion with
the heads of other governmental agencies, no reasoria
have been found which outweigh the financial and administrative disadvantages
of extending the deadline
for purchasing auto license
tags," Nunn said in a statement.
Rolling up their sleeves for the 1970 Red Cross Fund Campaign are (left to right)
Harold T. Hurt, campaign chairman, Mrs. James Beene, publicity chairman. Jayne
Scott, youth enrollment and Dr. Karl Hussung, MSU Chairman. TIvi Red Cross drive starts
tonight.
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Fireman Called Friday
Jo Home Of Loyd Bean

Emmett Lewis To
Speak To History
Group March 28

Three High School Seniors
Named Citizenship Contest

By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —

The daylight saving tone forces
have apparently been successful again in defeating moves to
try to keep Kentucky on "slow
the year around.
time"
and
historian
Lewis,
Emmett
In the state Senate Friday, a
civic leader of Tiptonville,
to take a
Tenn., will be the principal lischarge petition
speaker at the spring meeting standard or "slow time" bill
of the Jackson Purchase Hist- away from the State Governorical Society at the Holiday ment Committee where it had
Inn in Fulton, Ky., Saturday been bottled up since its introevening, March 28, at 6:20 p.m duction Jan 9 was defeated
Mr. Lewis' tentative topic is 19-11 with -sax senators passirty
river lore and the Reelfoot and two not voting.
It would have taken the apLake region.
"'Dr L. J. Hortin, president of proval of 20 of the 38 members
the Jackson Purchase Histori- of the Senate to get the bill to
cal Society, will make a "wrap- the floor for its first reading
up" report on the circulation and possible posting for pasand salemof the Sesquicentenn- sage. In 1968, a similar bill
ial edition of the Mayfield Mess- passed the House, but was deenger, which was prepared by feated in the Senate 20-19.
In urging adoption of the pethe Society.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, chair- tition, Son. Edwin Freeman, 0.
mad of the biological sciences Harrodsburg, said approval of
at Murray State University, will the move would not hurt the
also announce plans for the an- committee system.
"It is just a matter of opinion
nual summer or fall tour to be
taken by the Society Each year whether you are for or against
the memliers of the Society 'fast' time," Freeman said. But
Charter a bus to visit historical Szn Tom Garrett, D-Paducah,
held to the contrary
sites.
"It is not a question of time,
Lest fall the group visited
the Natchez Trace, the ances- but a question of protecting the
tral home of James Knox Polk, (Continued on Page Seven)
the Franklin Battlefield a n d
other historical sites near Columbia, Tenn Fifteen tours have
been conducted since the series was inaugurated in 1939 by
14114104W.

Three young women have
been named as winners of the
Good -CM:read*, mite* sponsored each year by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution.
They are Miss Elizabeth Gar
risen of University School, Miss
Rita Harris of Murray High
School, and Miss Jackie Budzko
Harold T. Burt, 1970 Red
of Calloway County High SchoW. will wake up one of these Cross Fund Campaign Chairol
mornings and there will not be man, revealed plans for the
One senior girl from each
a single Slate Colored Junco drive and announced appointschool is eligible and the winin sight. The realm, of course, ment of additional officials at
set is elected on the basis of
Is that they like the north and a meeting at the Red Cross ofa paper on which the national
will leave this climate as soon fice.
Mrs. James Boone will serve
Or federal government knowledas spring makes itself felt more
ge the young woman possesas publicity chairman, Karl
emphatically.
ses. The percentages are State
Hussing will be university chair25, patriotic 20, community 10,
man, and Miss Jayne Scott Red
and personal 25.
A new bumper sticker is out Cross Youth Leader, will be reThe DAR chapter will entersponsible for elementary and
"Spiro is my Hero".
tain these three good citizens
high school donations.
and their mothers at a lunch"The drive will officially open
Today is the last day Of Fcheon the second Saturday
a acilicition
ruary. Gone are December and Saturday night with
starch. Each girl will be p
Murray-Western game,
January' and now February Is at the
seoted a DAR pin and the win
will continue throughout
fading quickly. A glorious ass. and
Ikeativaty
crie tractruonat Red
her receives a $10-Cash a
son is approaching With long- March,
month," stated Hurt. "AsUniversity's winner is
in the Jackson Purchase are
er days and shorter nights and Cross
game will be
Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, FulElizabeth Garrison, daughter o
spring so much upon us, we sisting us at---the
By M. C. Garrott
support for public schools is Mr. and Mrs. James E. Garri
Rifles, Silver Stars,
ton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall, James Atkins is reported in
can stand whatever winter has the Pershing
Removal of the statutory ceil- the property tax," Phil Shel- KO of Oakdale Drive. She at
SNAK, the Student Nurses
and McCracken.
satisfactory condition this mornto offer for the rest of the way. and
ing on the levying of local ton, pres41ent of the Murray tends Murray University Sch
Organization.
Mrs. John Kirksey of Padu- ing by officials of Murray-Callowas
Kentucky
in
taxes
school
Educational Association and a ol where she has been an out
"On Monday, Advance Gift
cah will become president of way County Hospital after sufYou really ought to try tha
will begin contacting urged yesterday by a five-mem- member of the panel, told the standing senior and student in The last regularly scheduled toe Jackson Purchase Historical fering gunshot wounAs in both
Ledger and Times want ads. teams
Murray
the
before
Rotarians.
Mathematics and English. Shel sale of dark fired tobacco was Society July 1.
merchants, organizations, groups ber panel
legs.
The results they get are fanhas been basketball queen, 1st held Friday on the Murray mar- Reservations for the Miner
workers and individuals. In Rotary Club.
tax
property
Hospital officials said that
the
tastic. Just the other day some- of
Murray,
"In
Instead, the panel contended,
and
secbe
groups
to
can
Murray
Uniselected
Miss
attendant
Fulton
at
addition,
28
March
$47.10
ket with an average of
Atkins was brought to the hosabout 40 per cent of
body called to place a want ad
given an the local school board should produces
Heath,
be
School,
will
yearbook
versity
co-ediMargaret
individuals
Miss
from
ured
pital this morning at four o'in the next day's paper trying
the local school budget with the tor, newspaper editor, Student reported for the season, accordopportunity to donate by mail. have the "statuatory right" to
ing to 011ie Barnett, reporter 1202 Maple Street, Benton, Ky. clock.
revenue split, 58 per
to sell something. They called
remaining
reasontax
a
"within
levy
rate
and
centacted
Council treasurer, Beta Club
Parents will be
back later in the day to cancel
The Murray Police Departcent from state sources and ap treasurer, Senior class treasurer, for the local market
may respond by mailing an en- able limits" for the support of
During the season sales which
thrcent
per
two
the ad because they had sires ly
proximately
ment is now investigating the
Murray's
public
schools.
Drama Club vice-president. Miss started on Monday. January 19,
by returning it to
or
velope
sold lie item. See how effective
ough federal aid," he went on. Garrison plans to go to college
incident.
their child's school. Hussing will "The •rima source of local
the market has sold 4,189,010
they are. Just the thought of
"Our local property tax rate and become a nurse.
university personnel"
'contact
Bar$1,976,107.78,
putting it in the want ads sold
for all school purposes is 56 'Outstanding senior from Mur- pounds for
"American boys are still on
the thing.
cents per $100 assessment," he ray High, Miss Rita Harris, is nett said.
the battlefield and in service
the
added, "which is a decrease of the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Last year the totals for
A resolution has been passed
the world, Hurt said.
around
pou3,821,504
for
were
season
19138."
since
other
driveway
the
cents
three
Drove in the
the University School PTA
almost
by
Marvin
1640
West
Harris,
mainOlmust
chapter
The local
nds selling for $1,922,508.87 urging action by the Kentucky
he further ive
comparison,
evening and a Downy WoodIn
that
says
service
she
Rita
Street.
tain emergency military
$50.31, acGeneral Assembly on the KE'A
peeler flew up from the ground for them 24 gurs-a-day, 7 daysstated, the average school pro- wants happiness out of life with an average of
A two car collision occurred
.cording to Barnett.
city school but realizes as she
for
rate
program
tax
Into the trunk of the hard head
perty
grows up
Street, accorda-week. He continued, and their
this
held
were
sales
Two
that Friday on Maple
is 69 cents that to be truly happy one
out
points
Kentucky
resolution
in
Hickory.
districts
The
must
report filed by the
families at home need intermed
districts average sense the needs of others and week, on Tuesday and Friday, the objeets of the PTA are to ing to the
county
while
iary aervice. Over 40% of the
invstetigsting officers of the
with the totals being 94,974
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. — slfghtly under 50 cents.
A synonym is a word you use local budget is spent in this
answer the call to serve to Ile pounds for $38,033.83 with an promote the welfare of chil- Murray Police Department. No
home
of
standards
raise
to
dren.
when you can spell the word way. Veterans need help in fil- A Murray, native, Specialist 4
"In Murray, the local school truly happy. She has been on average of $40.05.
Injuries were reported.
Charles H. Buckner, has been
life, to secure adequate laws
you thought of first.
ing for benefits, people need awarded thg Army Commenda- board is now levying the max- the Student Council for four
Cars involved were a 1988
The figures for Friday's sale for the care and protection of
a place to go for help, in refer- tion Medal for meritorious ser- imum school tax as permitted years, in F. H. A., Band, and were for 33,680 pounds selling
two door hard top owned
Ford
children, and other moves
In spite of all the complaints rals."
by James Dale Hopkins of Murunder the existing ley," he Prom Queen. She says that a for $13,165.78 with an average
efunite
further
will
which
about the -high cost of living, "Our educational programs vice In the Republic of Vietnam
college
education
is
definitely of $39.09 reported for the day.
ray Route Two and driven by
He was presented the award said, "and it would, seem reaforts to being about the highmost people still think it's provide instruction in Water
included in her future plans
Sales have been held since est in educational facilities. Forest L. Oakley of Alm° Route
by Lieutenant Colonel R. A. sonable, in view of the feet although at this
worth it
time she is the opening day in January at
Safety, First Aid, }Louie Nurs- Kennington, post Provost Mar- that we do have a relatively
One,Jed a 1965 Ford four door
The resolution urges that the
•
ing, Mother and Baby Care,
hardtop driven by James Castle
low tax rate that our local undecided as to a career.
the Doran's, Farris, Growers,
pass
necesAssembly
General
As the Indian said: "Everyone Hurt added. We maintain a shal, Ft. Campbell, Ky.
Miss Jacki Budzko, daughter and Planters Loose Leaf Floors.
McDougal of Murray Route
board, which is -elected by the
to
went
Buckner
Specialist
necessraise
peace
of
legislation,
sary
pipe
is smoking the
disaster plan for the county; Vietnam in August, 1968 and citiz.ens of this—school district, of Mr and Mrs David Budzko
Five.
ary revenues and appropriate
but no one is inhaling."
of 707 Chestnut is the good
and disaster communication serOakley was going west on
served with the 101st Airborne should have the statuatorv citizen of Calloway
necessary funds to "finance pu- Maple Street and McDougal was
County
INITIATED
vice. We assist citizens in prolight to levy a tax rate within
servpresently
is
He
Division.
You 'elk de Engleesh, not so? viding for their family's blood
High in this very close contest.
Jan Reagan 1118 Fairlane blic education on such a level pulling out from a parking meing as a patrolman with the reasonable limits for the sup- Judges felt th.i't all three rated
A few. And you?
has been initiated into that school employees would ter when the collision occurDrive,
needs, and offer many other
of
port
our
schools."
"
553rd Military Police Company
Small.
outstanding in their patriotism Sigma Sigma Sigma social sor- be- reasonably assured of no red, according to the police recommunity services."
Others
on
the
panel
and
at Ft. Campbell.
and ability. Miss Budzko holds prity_ at Murray State Univer- reduction in real purchasing Port
"The Red Cross is a purely,
His mother, Frances Buckner, meaking briefly to the Robe
William Feather says "The voluntary agency. No financial
Junior and Chapter Homemak- sity. The daughter' of Mr. and power during the next bienn- Damage to the Oakley car
(Continued on Page Sayan)
minute she gets married, a wo- aid is received from any govern, Is a resident of Murray.
ing Degrees and received a .Civ• Mrs. Johnny L. Reagan, she is ium".
was on the right side and to
The resolution was signed by the McDougal car on the left
man changes from angel to ment or other source," Hurt
Award. She has been Stu- a freshman majoring in health
approximately 125 persons.
master, and the man '-penis the said. "Your donation does not
front.
dent Council reporter, vice- and physical education.
rest of his life wondering what go to pay high administration
president, FHA parliamentarhappened."
costa. Almost all Red Cross
ian, treasurer, second vicewort is done by Volunalers.
president, Pep Club and class
There are three signs which Thus, your gift can go a long,
reporter, secretary-treasurer in
is
first
The
age.
point to middle
long way. Please be generous.
Beta Club and Staff assistant
that you can't remember names; U everyone helps we can easieditor.
we forget the other two.
ly reach our goal of $9585.00,"
All three girls express love
he concluded.
of God, country and community, stating many good acitizen
acts in the community such
as Red Cross work, March of
That reminds us of the fellow,
Dimes volunteers and etc., said
when asked if he had difficulty
Mrs. Leon Jones, DAR regent.
in making decisions, answered
"Well, yes Ind no".
'r-Sgt. Jerry B. Uvercast, ton
of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Overcast
of 511 Whitnell Avenue, MisrTwelve persons were cited by
ray, has been reassigned to the
the Murray Police Department
87th „Am.Space Recovery and
yesterday and last night, acRescue Squadron at Woodcording to the citation reports.
bridge. England
Tne citations were seven for
Kentucky' Mostly cloudy the
reckless driving, one ,for speed
Before leaving for England,
ough Sunday. Occasional rain Sgt. Overcast was assigned to
ing, one for driving while inbeginning west„nortion this af- Air Force Recruiting in Nashtoxicated and no operator's lictesnoon -spreading eastward ville, Team.
ense, one for public drunken.
over the state 'tonight and Son.
ness and disorderly conduct.
ARMY
—
MEDAL
for
COMMENDATION
morttorious
day, Not so warm most sections Sgt. Overcast is married to
one for • going wrong way on
is pinned on Specialist 4 Chortles H. listeli•
Iflotnorn
In
service
today but warmer tonight and the former Janice Armstrong
one way street. and one for im- PUBLIC RELATIONS DAY — Discussing the prebillis and desires of eachers during yestornor by Lieutenant Colonel R. A. Kennington, Poet Preyed
ic
Sqnday. Highs today mainly um and they have four children.
,H )511,i vc„,e re (CleSky1311. rfrocn—lett)
f_E. Tucker,
Ilst
Is peeasollv-- proper
Marshal Ft. Campbell.*v. PetI•Buckner
7 .i1. 1731".i'i-a_..Paiii7—the 50i .1114-low BOIL-1,
"Miender, foiled Kii4;5114:-.15416 Lemons at-uf-tileyd-44ealy:
-9 110,4111Falli1WWWWBIEBrrng; serving with the 553rd Military Pollee CoMpany,-"Fwip---.
night .40s to:TOW 5011
license, and no sta in
lend this summer.
Staff
_Ed Collie
beta Ky.
The Murray rue Department
answered a tall to the home of
Loyd Bean at 403 South 12th
Street yesterday at one p m.
Fire department records said
the fire was from grease and
the booster was used to extinguish the flames. Two trucks
with fifteen regular firemen
and one volunteer fireman anAll mothers who have chil- swered the call and were back
dren attending this school are at the station by 1:35 p.m.
Earlier at 12:17 p.m. the fireurged to attend this meeting as
it Is a very important session. men were called to extingu;sh
a grass fire at the Sager Glove
Company on South 4th Street
The booster was used by the
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer will five regular firemen answering
present the program which will the call with one truck. They
be a cake decorating demon- were back at the station by
stration.
12:25 p.m.

Around

Murray

Atkins Suffers
ginihot 'Wounds

University School
PTA Supports KEA

Two Cm Collision Is
Reported Here Friday

Jerry B. Overcast Is
Reassigned In England

WEATHER REPORT

Twelve Persons Cited
By Police Department

Ittoto"by

PAGE T.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMER

PAGE TW(I

ING ON THE 35TH DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1970.
COMMON COUNCIL,
CITY OF MURRAY,
PUBLISHED by LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
KENTUCKY
Inc., Onnion,urion of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and
ORDINANCE NUMBER 512, :By Holmes Ellis, Mayor,
The Times-Herald. October 20, 11311, and the West Senna&lag.
ABEING AN ORINANCE
C.ty of Murray. Kentucky
Jsreary 1. 1942.
MENDLNG ORDINANCE NUM- ATTEST:
103 N. elk Street, Murray, Kentaaky 43671
BER 182; DECLARING THE IN- Stanford And=
JAME/3 C WILLIAM, MIL/SHER
TENT AND PUROPOSE OF Clerk, City of Murray,
SAID ORDINANCE; DECLAR- Kentucky
MDR,.
the
to
Letters
Advertising.
We reserve the right to reject any
THAT CONSTITUTES SEING
the
INE1
for
not
are
opinion.
our
in
or Public Voice items which.
PARATE OFFENSES FOR THE
interest of our readers.
VIOLA.TLON OF SAID ORDINATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITICID1 CO„ US NANCE AND FIXING ADDIALMANAC
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bide., New York. MY. TIONAL PENALTIES FOR
Stephenson /31dg, Detroit, Mich.
VIOLATION TICEREOP ORDI By United Press International
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky. for transmission es NANCE NUMBER 182 BEING
Second Class Matter
AN ORDINANCE RELATIN
Today Is Saturday, Feb. 28,
TELAFFIC AND REGULAT
TO
day of 1970 with 306 to
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 35. per
USE OF PITILL/ the 59th
TICE
DIG
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counting. Per Ye&r. /4.50;
HIGHWAYS 0 follow.
AND
STREETS
Zones 1 & 2. $13.00; Elsewhere "MOO. All service subecnpuons M-00.
The moon is in its last
THE -CITY OF MURRAY, KENquarter.
THE
FOR
PROVIDING
this
Is
Cemissaity
•
Asset
Civic
et
"The Outstanding
TUCKY.
The morning stars are
Integrity et Its •Newsgapee
INSTALLATION, REGULA
Mercury and Jupiter.
AND CONTROL OF THE U
evening stars are Venus,
OF PARKING METERS AND The
SATURDAY — FEBRU4RY 28 1970
PARKING METER ZONES; Mars and Saturn.
On this day in liLstory:
DEMNING PARKING
In 1849 the first shipload of
ZONES; AUTHORIZING A
THOD OF - PAYMENT FO goldseekers arrived in San
Francisco after a five-month
PARKING METERS AND
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
INSTALLATION THEREOF EX- journey from New York City.
CLUSIVELY FROM THE RE- In 1942 Japanese krces
OBTAINED FROM landed in Java, last allied
CEIPTS
Mrs.
and
57,
age
Murray.
of
Deaths reported are R. L. Mott
THEIR OPERATION; PROVID- bastion in the Netherlands East
Shellie Swann Enoch of Paris. Tenn.. age 73.
ENFORCEMENT AND Indies.
Sindin R. Jobs. Aviation Boatswain's Mate- Third Class. is ING FOR
PENALTY FOR VIOLATION In 1966 astronauts Elliot See
March
aboard the THEREOF; AND PROVIDING
scheduled to return to Norfolk. Va.. in early
and Charles Bassett were killed
attack akrcraft carrier USS Intrepid after training exercises at THAT INVALIDITY OF PART when their plane hit a building
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba.
SHALL NOT AFFECT THE VA near St. Louis.
Kenneth G Osborn is a member of the 82nd Airborn Divi- LIDITY OF REMAINDER.
In 1968 Michigan Gov, George
sion's 501st Infantry at Fort Bragg:N.C.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE Romney withdrew his candidaMr. at'21,Mrs. Cecil B. Taylor of Almo announce the Marriage COMMON COUNCIL OF THE cy for the Republican Presidenof their daughter. Wanda Dee. to Heyward Roberts. son of Mr. CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC- tial nomination.
--and Mrs. Eukley Roberts of Almo. The marriage was solemnized KY, AS FOLLOWS. TO-WIT:
SECTION I: Section 5 of Ord- A thought for the day: Victor
on January 30.
.
Number 182 is hereby Hugo said, "No one ever keeps
"amended so as to read when so a secret so well as a Child,"
amended as,follnielt
_
"Section 5: When any Vehicle
shall be pasted next to a
parting meter, the owner, opLEDGER A TLMEs FILE
erator or person in charge of
mid vehicle shall park within the area designated by the
a
in
today
killed
were
Roy Turner and Eldridge C. tolson
curb or street marking lines
truck accident on Highway 94 East. Paul Morris was also injured
as indicated for parallel or
.
In the same accident.
diagonal pasting; end, upon
entering said parking space,
James M. Lassiter has been selected as the crew leader for
shall immediately deposit in
Calloway County for the forthcoming 17th Decennial census.
said meter one or more coins
Rev. Samuel McKee, pastor of the tCollege Presbyterian
of the United States as indi2 years, leaves tomorrow for Sturgis
1
Church for the past 7/
cated by instructions on said
where he will become pastor of the First Presbyterian Church.
meter. It shall be unlawful
Mr. and Mrs. Lomsui Housden and two children of Hamilton.
for any person to fail to park
Ohio, have been guests of relatives here.
within said designated area
or fail and neglect to so deposit the proper coin or mine.

SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 28, 1970

THE LEDGER & TIMES City Ordinance

Ten Years Ago Today

-20 Years Ago- Today

30YearsAaoThisWeek
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
Y.e
-Deaths reported are Mrs. Victoria Elkins, Mrs Mary Potts
Sullivan. R. C. Whitnell. Mrs. Sarah Frances Lee. Mrs Sarah
Virginia Paschall. Mrs. Catherine Bratton, Mrs. Bettie McMillan. and Dr. W. C. Oakley.
Records show that 500 of Calloway's finest men were either
drafted or volunteered for service in World War I. Their names
are published this week.
Miss Gertrude Outland and Albert Youngerman were married February 24 by Rev. Carroll Hubbard.
Births reported include a son to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Thurman and a girl to Mr. and Mrs Crawford McClure.

ICY STARE An observer is dwarfed by huge chunks of 1. e
still resting on the banks of the A Il!:Aheny River at E.,• t
Brady, Pa two weeks after an We jam broke

Mormon pavilion
OSAKA, Japan (UPI) — The
Church of Jesus.Christ of Latter
Day Saints is the only Christian
denomination to have its own
pavilion at the Expo 70 world's
fair. There is a general "Christian
Pavilion" built as an ecumenical
venture by Japanese Catholics
and Protestants. There is no
Buddhist pavilion.
Filipinos to Mecca
MANILA (UPI) — A total of
1.200 Filipino Modems, signed
up for. the 1970 government
arranged pilgrimage to Mecca
9-11.
:
Tbe PiERLIMene_..k2,.,-ked.,„
a - rtikrriot
cpertered ship
age
8450 for the round trtai
soy

"Said pasting apace may
then be used by such vehicle
during the legal parking limit provided by. ordinance of
the City of Mifray, Kentucky,,
or as stated on said meter;
and said vehicle shall be considered as unlawfully parked
if it remains in said space beyond the legal parking limit
as stated on meter where
said vehicle is parked and / or
when said meter displays a
signal showing such illegal
parking. It shall be unlaw-,
ful for any person to cause
or permit any vehicle registered in his name, in his possession or under his control
to be unlawfully parked as
set cut in this section.
"It is the purpose and intent
of this ordinance to keep traffic moving and to prevent
parking for a longer period
of time than designated and
stated on the meter where the
vehicle is parked. If said vehicle remains parked beyond
the period of time designated on the meter and for
which a proper coin has been
deposited, said vehicle may
be towed away at the cost
of the owner of said vehicle
or the person in charge, of
said vehicle. The costuf towing away any vehicle in violation of this section shall
be in addition to the penalities provided for under the
terms of Section 10 hereof."
SECTION II: Section 10 of
Ordinance Number 182 is amended so as to read when so
amended is foliose*: to-wit:
"SECTION 10: Any person,
firm or corporation who shall
violate or penult or elk*
anyone to violate Section 5
or Section 6 of this ordinance
shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor. Each hour or
portion of an hour of violation
of Section 5 of this ordinance
shall constitute a separate offense, and the penalty for
such violation, upon conviction thereof, shall be as follows, to wit: For the first
hour or any portion thereof
a- fine not execeeding Twenty
Dollars ($2000); and for each
hour thereafter or portion
thereof a fine of not less than
Five Dollars ($5.00) nor more
than Twenty Dollars ($20.00).

taupe, victim
The lead
guitshist for a hard - rock,
long-haired band called The
Buck R og e r s Movement,
Harlan Cornelius, Glenville,
Minn.. is in a hospital in
Atlanta, Ga., after a bullet
fired by a sniper cost him
his left eye. He was shot on
an expressway while the
group was en route to a musical engagement.
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TV CAMEOS: Van He//in

Van Was Almost the No. 1. "Untouchable"

By met HEimelt
WOULD you believe Van Heflin as Eliot Ness,
shooting as one of those untouchables?
It almost happened—and likely would have.
except for the talented Heflin's built-M gauge
dealing with which parts are good for him and
which aren't. "I turned it down," he says- (he
wouldn't mention It, except Bob Stack already
has referred to HI "because I just didn't like
it. Naturally, I had no idea of the success It
was going to be. I'd have been independently
wealthy for the rest of my life." Incidentally,
he says Van Johnson was the No. 2 pick for the
Ness rile, but Van didn't do it, either.
"That's about as clooe as I tver came to doing
a series," Heflin declares, "although there was
one other near-miss. I. get them tossed at me
all the time, but most of them are junk, and
just have no appeal for me, But I've always
been finicky. For every movie I do, I turn down
about 15 others."
• • •
NOT THAT he's stayed away from-TV. Picking roles eareftrily, he has been in some of the
best productions on video and got two nominations for an Emmy to go along with the Oscar
he won for "Johnny Eager." Now, Come March
i'n'NiesitbheeirngAsrteavi
rreedEin
iesr.a pre-Easter
nerC
special,
a TV play
written by Henry Denker around the special
involvement of Jews during the Urns of the
Crucifixion.
.
"I play a Hebrew high court
whose son
ladge
is a burning zealot wanting to oVerthrow the
Romans," Van explains, "and there's this generation-gap thing between the Judge load 111°
2_!,
which I
PSS makes the play very UMW ur
day. The judge feels different sects can co-exist
easily through peace and love: the
Wants
blood. Strike a familiar current note:
The California-born Heflin, a U. of Oklahoma
graduate- he got his master's in drama at the
famed Baker Workshop at Yale is a veteran of
TV's earlier -live" days, which he remembers
fondly. He did dramas by Rod Serling and Reginald Rose for "Playhouse 90," and was happy.
at his work, "although live TV is a combination
"The fines provided for in of all the evils of the theater and films."
• • •
this section shall be in addition to The towing costs
YEAR AFTER Y.1,3Aft, right from the time he
provided for under the terms hit bigtime A.iirdom with Katharine Hepburn In
of Sion 5 of Ordinance ,'.'The Philadelphia Story," Van has made it
Number 182 as amended.", rule not b. take part iinl. sa it, and the Play
,or movie itself.
-They used to
SECTION III: So much of Or. say Sarah Perot, iidt ,ouid recite the alphlibet
and
you
hav,e
ving by tho time she reached
dinanc4 Number 182 as is in
he nays. .ti.kking
.1 don't believe
conflict herewith is hereby re. Z,"
it.
A
good
actor
0 loirao.,,, a role a little—
extent of such but he
it
pealed to f
can't
lg.. 1,1,1 material."
conflict ah o such extent OnTV ttpeel.11:,
t
Heflin. He did narly In all ther respects, Ord ration
r Nlif'
\niece Ali
mance Number 182 is hereby q11(11071: ti..._111.1
14.._ A kic Spectacle" Pm"
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WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m till 6:00 p.m.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Come To

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
— J. C. GALLIMORE —

Protects
Your Farm
Against
Power
Failure!

Playing a lodge at the time of the CiwciVision, Van Heflin will be soon era NEC.
March 15 Easter-period drama, "Neither
Are We Enemies." His TV roles aren't,frefluent but nearly always of high qualify.
eral Douglas MacArthur's career. His Emmy
nominations came for "Certain Honorable Men,"
the Serling drama about politics in 1968, and
the TV version of his stage success, "A Case of
Libel," in which he was so memorable in the
Your profits go down when power
Louis Nizer-type role of the attorney who shoots
goes off: but we. can show you how
down a bigoted columnist in court.
to
protect your family and farm
orIncidentally, George C. Scott was signed
from costly, annoying power out.
iginally to play that part, but he ducked out of
ages:
buy a Winpower
the cast and David Susskind put In a hurry call
alternator. When power fails, conto Rome, where Heflin was making a film Van
nect to tractor PTO and you quickly
flew liack to New York, brushed up on the role,
noted the changes made for TV, and went back
restore all electrical equipment,
away.
been
,
novel
Into harness with it as. if he'd
Phone or write for free denurstra
• • •
on your farm with your equip
tion
his
latest part 'win owe r
AS ACTIVE as ever in movies,
ment.
is that. of the "mad bomber" hi the all-star
Universal production'of "Airpora" for which
DAIRY SUPPLY cOMPANt
he has high hopes. He was divorced from actress
Box 729 Pariseennessee
Frances Neal three years ago and spends what
on WiLort Street
b4,„_.
.
146
.
Istlia.sipotg-1041he. nes fishluujuilAort
0„46846
4321
eitrary.'
Dial 90.1 642 .
a study of Gen- with hie-116:yea'r-OBI
Distributed by fang Features Syndicate
•
5055

1A11

SIllOUS HUDDLES/ON t

WADED DICE — Assistant
U.S. Attorney Edward S.
_Molnar holds a novelty plaster die (half of a pair of dice,
-that is) sent from Italy to a
-..home in Cleveland, and in
ROADS RAVAGED BY SEVERE WINTER—A Pittsburgh photographer used two toy autos to illustrate the size of chuckholes left in the city's streets by the severe winter.
w..Alch was found 20 pounds
ii4shish — about $30,000
worth. Customs Agent Frank
flatboat travelers Joined those
W. Durzenski looks on. A
traveling overland on the Zane's
dor sniffed out the stuff.
Trace. This accounts for much
history.
thing. Persons or school groups
In the late 1700s Daniel Boone, on a tour here walk on original
his family and others boarded flagstones on streets where buta large canoe they had dug from Wings of museum worth are still
a poplar and traveled down Big used for business.
Sandy on their way to the Ohio
Washington and Maysville are
River and Limestone(now Mays- two communities that have much
ville).
to offer. They stood at the crossington, Boone and his party — roads of the nation. They are
except a son and the son's bride- aware of their heritage — and
to-be—left on the overland trail they mean to preserve it.
flir Missouri.
What Williamsburg, Va. isBut it is not the frontiersman Washington, Ky., can become.
cal Society who worked with the Boone that Mason County remem- What Washington has begun any
By HELEN STACY
Kentucky Heritage Commission bers. It is the tall, handsome can plan. That's how it all gets
and its executive director, Mrs. Simon (Sharkeye)Kenton who with started—that and hard work._
REDISCOVERING HISTORY IN Simeon Willis.
Thomas Williams camped in the
•
WASHINGTON, KENTUCKY
Historical markers placed by vicinity in 1775, Washington his- NommommuiPRIP,11
,1
torians
revere
who
Kenton
sold
the Kentucky Department of HighShortly after a talk with Mary ways working with historical soc- land Sr the town and helped
Louise Duke of Mason County ieties and historians dot the Com- with its development before leavand the Paul G. Blazers, Jr. monwealth to show all travelers ine for Ohio in the early 1800s,
of Ashland the-last of January, that Kentucky takes pride in its The first macadam road in
Mrs. Duke mailed a Jan. 27 past. Nowhere is this more evid- Kentucky is located here; six- • TODAY lbw TUESDAY •
teen soldiers of the Revolution
edition of the Maysville Ledger- ent than in Mason County.
Independent which carried an arTo realize the potential of what are buried in Washington ceme- elia kazaris
ticl headlined "Washington earns Is going on at Washington and in tery; the parents ofeChief Jusplace on National Register."
Mason County, compare the work tice John Marshall are buried
Some few might have thought that has been done to preserve In the Marshall family ceme"Washington Who," but those ,and restore 18th Century Wash- tery.
who have worked closely with the ington with what has been done Harriet Beecher Stowe was
historical restoration and prese- in Williamsburg, Va. WilliamsWilliams- guest in Washington when she
rvation of Wa.h.ington, Ky. in burg had 27 buildings of 18th observed the selling of Uncle
Mason County — like Mrs. Duke Century architecture to start that Tom and later wrote "Uncle
Tom's Cabin!' here the first
and others — think more in ter- city's vast project Wash
ms of "how."
Ky., as 35, many of them still post office west of the Alleghenies was established In 1789.
To restore buildings of his- In daily use.
torical importance so they are
Washington's wells — long a Altogether five structures in
worthy of listing on The National unique feature of the community Washington are authentically re- tachricolorepanavesane from war= Wm
Register as outstanding landma- that once was the Mason county stored and open to the public.
11144. 71114 eselle
Ireatares 1
rks in the nation is no small seat and was the first town Indio They are the Paxton Inn built
task.
United States to be named for about 1810; the home of Civil asseirmall Performance Tielanki
Ask any member of the Lime- George Washington — still are War Gen. Albert Sydney Johnson;
Available few ?in leaftris
stone Chapter Daughters of the In use. The wells became the Marini Station built of mater*animism.Adana 1.75
American Revolution, Old Chur- state's first fire fighting system. ials from the last (Ad time flatbo* COMING SOON *
ch Society, Washington Study Washington is located south of at; Cane Brake, a log cabin
Club and Mason County Historie the Ohio River at a point where restored as air antique, food and
"JOHN & MARY"
gift shop.
In Washington history is a now
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By United Press International roster
an
when
Thursday
The Detroit Tigers and not unhappy Ron Swoboda signed
Denny McLain, lost the Ameri- for an estimated $40,000. The
can League pennant in 1969.
outfilder has been seeking
This, in essence, was the $50,000 despite a .235 average
point emphasized by Tiger last season.
manager Mayo Smith Thursday Other players agreeing to
In answer to a printed story by terms Thursday included outFreehan that
Bill
catcher
fielder Lou Brock of the St.
McLain had hut the morale of Louis Cardinals, catcher Frank
the club because he received Fernandez of the Oakland
The Murray State Racers He no4 only leads the OV in Ads
special privileges.
Athletics, and outfielders Jose
for AM's Sun March 1
could ease a little of their burt scoring but also in reboanding
"Some of the players are Herrera and DOE Hahn of the
YORK (UPI)- National
NEW
straight
at not winning a third
with 14.1 a game and in field televised sports events for the trying to use Denny McLain as Montreal Expos.
Ohio Valley Conference cham- goal percentage with 57.0.
March 1-7 (all times an excuse for their own General Manager Dick Walsh
pionship by beating Western Other Topper scorers and week of
inadequacies," Smith said at of the California Angels said he
EST):
Kentucky, who has dethroned their $coring averages are is
Tigers' training camp at
the
basNBA
1March
Sunday,
may trade holdout catcher Joe
them as champion. here
Fla. "I don't think
Perry, 1.5.2; Clarence GloLakeland,
Boston,
Agcue to the Kansas City
ketball,-Los Angeles at
ver, 6.6; Jim Rose, 13.8; and
NHL McLain got any special privile- Royals for another receiver,
p.m., (ABC);
1:55
Western, who wrapped up the Gary Sundmacker, 5.9.
ges. I know he didn't. Denny Ellie
York,
New
at
Chicago
Rodriguez. Azcue lives in
Hockey,
by
Saturday
championship last
As a team, the Hilltoppers
McLain never hurt our morale. Kansas City and works there
$150,000
golf,
(CBS);
p.m.
2:00
undetrouncing Morehead, is
have averaged 90.3 points and
moreale.
for
He wasn't bad
during the winter.
feated in the league, haying 56.1 rebounds to their oppon- Doral Eastern Open, Miami, Baltimore hurt our morale."
In other camps: Pitcher
reeled off 12 straight wins. Mur- ents 75.3 points and 46.8 re- 3:30 p.m. (11SN).
Saturday, March 7 +NCAA Freehan's charge appears
ray is in second place with a
th Sonny Siebert of the Boston
baskett•idl, first round Mideast a took entitled "Behind
9-3 record. The Rilltoppers are
Red Sox won't be allowed to
Claude Virden leads the Ra- regions at Dayton, Ohio, Notre Mask" which was excer
20-2 overall; Murray is 174.
cers in scoring with an average Dune vs. Mid-American Con- this week in Sports Illustrated. run for a few days because of a
$ore right heel. . .the PhfUles
One of the Western wins is of 19.8. Jimmy Young has av- ference winner and Jacksonville The New York Mets,
wonl
as
Tigers
the
succeeded
at
Murray
over
eraged
16.4,
win
Ron
p.m,
Johnson
11.0,
are beginning to wonder what
an 85-75
vs. Western Kentucky, 2
Western, the only decisive loss Bill Mancini 7.8 and Bon Pun- (NBC); pro bowling, $45,000 champions, completed their happened to infielder Rick
for the Racers all season. In neman 6.7.
Joseph, who hasn't been' heard
Greater Buffalo Open, Depew,
The Racers have averaged N.Y. 3:30 p.m. (ABC); Widel
that game, the Hilltoppers led
from since his visa cleared last
in
FLscher's
of
teammate
a
la,
of
84.3 points and 49.8 rebounds World Of Sports including pre
Ml the way, once midway
month for his entry from the
the second half by 17 points. to their opponents' 73.7 and 41.5. ski championship at Berbier, the early 1950s.
Dominican Republic. .Kansas
Although Western leads the Switzerland (tape), 5 p.m, Fischer said he hoped the City manager Charlie Metro
As has usually been the case
turf would be installed by said pitcher Roger Nelson
this season, Jim McDaniels pac- series between the two by a (ABC).
September.
ed the Toppers, scoring 27 whopping 68-33 margin, the
"appears stronger, more compoints. The tough Topper de- Toppers have managed only
pact and has been showing a
a
of
part-owner
a
Fischer,
Racers
a 10-13 margin since Luther has
tense' also forced the
smoother delivery so far."
the
on
East
chain
shootfast-food
been Murray's coach.
into one of their poorest
Outfielder Bobby Bonds rethe idea of
said
Coast
ing nights of the season as they The Murray and Western
ported to the San Francisco
presenting the turf to OSU was
connected on only 39 percent -freshmen will play a 5:30 pro
Giants camp two days late
-conceived "some time ago."
liminary to the Varskty g im.?
of their shots.
his
Also Included in the presenti- because of an Illness of
"They're a great team," Mur- which will begin at 7:30. Westwife. . .Pittsburgh General
of
OSU
said
players
former
Luther
were
tion
of
one
two
is
to
the
teams
Cal
ern
ray Coach
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)-An "Skippy" Doyle, Vic Janowicz Manager Joe Brown said the
th(llilltoppers. "Any team that beat Murray's froth this year.
in
tough
The game has.been a sellout artificial turf may greet Ohio and Campanella's widow Nan. Pirates have the best outfield
can go undefeated in this
the National League with Willie
State University football playbasketball conference has to since last fall.
Matty
Alou and
Stargell,
ers and head Coach Woody
be one of the strongest in the
Hayes, who has been wanting Robert Clemente. . .outfielder
Hayes at the start of the 1970
country."
the artificial turf at the Andy Kosco and catcher Bob
season.
The Toppers were ranked
stadium for several years, was Stinson became the first spring
AssociatA
weeks's
former
OM
the
grid star Lou
twelfth in
jubilant.
casualties for the Los Angeles
FAYETTEVILLE,
r
A
the
k.
them
making
Fischer presented a gift of
ed Press poll,
"I can't tell you how much it Dodgers. . .the Atlanta Braves
top-ranked team the Racers UPI)- The University of Ark- $380,000 to the university
"Not
have received word that second
os2s and Stanford will open Thursday to purchase the means to me," he said.
have played all year.
artificial turf, but baseman Felix Milian will
McDaniels was ranked ninth their 11-game football season artificial turf at the stadium. only getting
in which it was report to camp Saturday to
among the nation's top scorers with a night contest on Sept. 12 The donation was made in the the manner
possible."
conclude contract talks,
last week with a 29.4 average. at Little Rock,
name of the late Joe Campanel- made

Murray State Closes Season
With Western Here Tonight

- Assistant
Edward S.
. novelty plass pair of dice,
rorn Italy to a
eland, and in
,nd 20 pounds
iout $30,000
s Agent Frank
looks on. A
ut the stuff.

ir school grows
walk on original
reets where
worth are still
s.
d Maysville are
; that have much
)od at the crosslion. They are
heritage - and
serve it.
sburg,
., can become.
has begun any
how it all gets
hard work..
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ALMO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL basketball squ ad and cheerleaders. Front row, left to right,
Cindy Robinson, Rebecca Burireen, Brinda Hopkins, Pam Oglesby, and Barbara Rowland; second row, Paul Fennel, Ricky Glover, David Thorn, Mark Miller, Craig Dowdy, and Danny
Pritchett; third row, Warren Hopkins, Michael Outland, James Wells, Robin Lovett, Randy
Shelton, Kenneth Cl
r, Randy Conner, and Coach Tom Rushing. Absent when picture was
made were Tina Todd, cheerleader, and Henry Ross, player.

Almo Cage Team
Has Good Year

Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHbiAN UP! Sports Writer

The Almo Elementary School
Warriors, enacised by Tom Ruthtug, assisted by Adam Lewes- ST.
Fla.
PETERSBURG,
dosed. won the Calloway
giallar.-Atten
Junior High Baeketball Towne.
ment for 1970.
-He SSW ao reason to hold up
By winning this tournament the St, Louis Cardinals, and
the team csune to a fitting cli- beribies he wants to do what he
max for a successful season. can to help lick inflation So
They swept to a ten won and Instead of trying to get it all by
two ket regular season with demanding $200,000, he's going
the two losses being to Lynn to be big about it and take only
Grove. One of the losses was 150,000.
triple - overtime two point deWhen last heard from, you
claim.
may remember, he had one
er. small request.
Alm& opened the semi-final
round of the tournament by de- "All I ask is to get out of
testing Kirksey thus advanc- hiladelphia," he said, "and I'll
the happiest man in the
ing to the finals against Lynn
rld."
Grove who defeated New CoeHe's Still Unhappy
cord.
The final game between the Okay. So now he's out of
two teams, Almo and Lynn hiladelphia -but he still isn't
Grove, was very exciting with e happiest man in the world.
Also coming out as the victor. e knows the ticklish position;
Three players from Almo e has the Cards in. Some even
were chosen on the All Callo- y he has them over a barrel,
much as they gave up Curt
way County Elementary team.
They were James Wells, Ran- load, Tim McCarver, Joe
dy Shelton, and Henry Ross.
oerner and Byron Browne in
The eighth graders on the e deal.
probably
will
Almo team who
Gussie Busch, the Cardinal
be playing for the Calloway Coer, isn't chintzy about
unty High School Lakers
oney. Neither are General
year are Randy Shelton, Ken- Manager
Bing
Devine and
neth Cleaver, Randy Conner, ssistant General manager Jim
Michael Outland, Henry
Toomey, who deal directly with
Robin Lovett, sad Warren H
e players. ,
kins.
The Cards tried making Allen
sect
cheering
The Almo
eel like part of the family by
Ho
was capably led by Benda
tiering him a raise. They
kin', Pam Oglesby, Rebecc
stud him to pretty close to
Burkeen, Barbara Rowlan
e S100,000 level.
Tina Todd, and Cindy Robin Or maybe it's important with
ace. All of these girls are eigh im being the highest paid
th graders and will be en
layer in the game. Willie Mays
Calloway High next year.
is
No. 1 in the money
department right now with
130,000.
Carl Yastrzemski is top man
In the American League with
WINS FIFTH HEAT
115,000, so Allen doesn't see
ere S 150,000 for him would be
SYDNEY, Australia (UP 1)—
The U.S. boat Nemesis, skip- at much out of line.
Rack in St. Louis
pered by Ted Turner, won the
and Devine both are
fifth heat of the 5.5 meter Tommey
and they'll be
world yachting championships ck in St. Louis
with Allen,
shortly
king
Tuesday.
be talking
tIley'll
that,
Before
minute
one
by
Nemesis won
Busch to see how he feels.
53 seconds from Dave Forbes, ith
salary we pay a
skippering Carabelia. Southern "We feel the
to us for the
Cross II was third, 28 seconds layer coming
St time has to be consistent
behind Carabelia.
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INCOME TAX
Don't let those confusing rules Ban'
ond regulatOns give you o FEDERAL
hot time. Tell your tortes
AND
where to go . . to PI & R
BLOCK. obviously. BLOCK will STATE
prepare your return, chick it
and guarantee its accuracy
You keep cool, calm ond dry.

with the salaries we are paying
players who helped us win
three pennants and two World
Series," Toomey explains.
Cepeda, unhappy
Orlando
with the Giants, was happy
when her came over with the
Cardinals. Roger Harts, unhappy with the Yankees, was
happy when he was dealt to the
Cards, and the same for Vada
Pinson when he moved over
from the R.
Richie Allen is something
else. He doesn't change or adapt
that easily:
What this country really
needs is a city that meets with
Richie Allen's approval.

WKHA Holds
Meeting
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Ohio S. To Get
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The PTA men's and women's
basketball teams of Almo Ele
UP
mentary School will play Um
Hazel teams at Almo on Mon
'4111ARANTII
day, March 2, at seven p. m.
every tax return
We guarantee accurate preporotton,Of
In the game with Kirksey
If we make any iliOr013 fhb/ COS1 you any penalty or
Saturday night, Almo came out
,ntetest we w.II pay the penalty of interest
on top in both games.
The Almo men won over
Kirksey by the score of 68 to
61 with Tommy Lee of Almo
ripping the net (or 24 points.
Offic•s
4000
Over
with
Service
Tay
est
America's tar
In the women's game. Alma
beat Kirksey by the score of
53 to 52. Nancy Brandon of Al
Phone 753-9204
Sat 9 5
ee ays am. p.
mo hit forty points for the AI,
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The West Kentucky Horseman's association met last week
at the North Marshall club house
for their regular monthly meeting with Gary Wicker, president,
presiding. Minutes of the previous meeting were read by the
secretary, Sandra Barrett, and
approved by the club.
Changes in the rule book were
read and approved by the membership. One of the major changes in the rules is the point
system used by the WKHA. In
previous years each person has
been required to buy a competitor
card in order to run for points,
but this year any person who is
a member of a riding club that is
a member of the WKHA will be
eligible to earn points without
extra charge.
Points are accumulated throughout the season and at the end
of the year trophies are awarded to the persons with tke largest number of point lir each
WKHA approved point class.
Pole bending has been changed
from the pattern originally usedto the American Quarter Horse
Association pattern and a keg
race, which is similar to thepole
beading pattern, has been added
as a point class. The flag race
has also been changed in that the
barrels holding the flag buckets
will be set against the fence,
insteatt-of-at-the-regular barrel
pattern.
"The WKHA feels _that the
changes that have been made will
be an asset to the WKHA shows
this year and it will be a challenge to the riders as well as some.
thing new to interest the spectators," a spokesman said. New
rule books are being printed and
will be available to everyone for
more exact rules on the changes.
Horse show dates were picked
by each club and the first show
will be sponsored by the WKHA
and is scheduled for the Reidland
Riding Club, May 2. Plans were
made for a banquet to be held
at the JC Civic Center in Paducah, April 11, at 7 p.m. Queens
from the member clubs will compete for the WKHA Queen title
at this banquet.

PTA To Play

Smith Defends McClain, Blames
Team For Pennant Loss In '69
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MONDAY, MARCH 2nd

WATCH FOR OUR AD MONDAY
FOR THE FABRIC SALE OF THE YEAR!!
It will be well worth your while to
Wait till- Tuesday, March 3rd. Never before such timely savings on
' brand -new Spring and Summer
Fabrics! Its the Fabric Sale of the
1
:

Year!
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Bailey And Davis
Wedding Vows Are
Read At Her Home

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Saturday, February 29
Miss Judith D. Bailey, only A shower for the Bud Dowdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. L ney family who lost their home
Bailey Jr., and Bill E. Davis, and contents by fire will be
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alva C held at the Earl Downey home,
Davis, Fairfield, Ill., were unit- 311 South 8th Street, at six p.m.
• ••
ed in marriage, Saturday afternoon, January 31 at the home The Alpha Department of the Church W Mb will meet at the
p.m.
of the bride's parents, 550 Ken- Murray Woman's Club will have ,hurch at seven
• ••
tucky Dam Road, Paducah.
its luncheon at 12 noon at the
The Faxon Mothers Club will
The candlelight ceremony club house. Hostesses will be
was solemnized by the Rev. Miss Rozella Henry, Mesdames meet at the Faxon School at
John A. Wood, minister of Robert N. Scott, John Ryan, 1:30 p.m. • ••
First Baptist Church, Paducah. Louise Dick, J. A. Outland, and
The Hazel Baptist Church
The colonial mirrored fire- William F. Smith.
•••
WMS will meet at the new addplace with arrangements of yelSunday, March 1
ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
low roses and blue Dutch iris
flanked by tall brass cendela- The Flint Baptist Church Elizabeth Orr as the leader.
• ••
bre holding ice blue candles WMS and YWA will have a
DEAR ABBY: Many times you express great wisdom
background for the study of the book, "Mission
The Elm Grove Baptist
was
the
feel
and great compassion in your answers, but at times, I
Northeast", at the church at Church WMS will meet at the
vows.
that you are still hung up on some cruel traditions of our
Attending the bride was Miss 3:30 p.m. All women are invit- church at seven pm with Mrs
culture which are hypocritical and sick. In this instance, I
Walton Fulkerson as the leadSheila Lacefield, College room- ed to attend.
•••
mate, frost Central City.
er.
am referring to the example of the young girl who wished to
• ••
The groom was attended by The University Chapter of the
have a complete wedding in spite of the fact that she became
The women of the Oaks
Steve Vaughn, a fraternity bro- Tau Phi Lambda Sorority will
a mother at 16 and is raising her own 5-year-old daughter.
ther from Fairfield.
be instituted at two p.m. at Country Club will have its
I think you were wise to suggest that she not use the
_included the the WOW Building.
guests,
Other
bridge session at 9:30 a.m. with
would
God,
mercy
of
the
but
why
in
wedding,
daughter in the
•••
Mrs.
Mr.
and
parents,
Seale 753-7770 as hosgroom's
Polly
with
you suggest this girl brand herself on her wedding day
Alva C. Davis, Miss Gwyn DaMonday, March 2
tess A luncheon will be served
an off-colored white or pastel wedding gown for a mistake
vis, Lister of the groom, and The Almo Elementary School at noon and a general meeting
she made five years ago?
John Lanman from Fairfield, PTA Men's and Women's bas- for the women will follow. EsIf you recommend that we single out the past virtues or
the bride's paternal grandmoth- ketball teams will play the Ha- ale Caldwell is chairman and
mistakes of the bride, then why not also recommend that the
er Mn. Raymond L. Bailey Sr., zel PTA teems at Almo at seven Helen Melugin is co-chairman.
and Howard Cohn, Chicago, llL p.m. groom should wear a white suit if he is pure and a black suit
No luncheon reservation need•••
Following the ceremony, reed.
if he is not pure? In all fairness, we should invite the entire
• ••
freshments were served from a The Annie Armstrong and
congregation, including the minister, to wear proper attire as
:able covered with heirloom Ethel Harmon Groups of the
Thursday, March 3
to whether or not they were virgins when they were married.
Mt cloth with center arrange Hazel Baptist Church WMS will
The Kirksey Baptist Church
Then, we would not beep all the humiliation upon the bride
neat of bronze cherub holding begin its observance of the WMS will observe the week of
forced
to
she
is
as
life
of
her
day
important
on the most
I crystal bowl of yellow roses. week of prayer for home miss- prayer for home missions at
march down the aisle displaying her "colors."
essisting in serving was Mrs. ions at the new addition at 1:30 the church at seven p.m.
Isn't it about time that we stop making young brides
•••
W. R. Toon Jr., aunt of the p.m. Mrs. Frances Dailey will
all,
After
day?
wedding
onjbeir
wear "the scarlet letter"
ride.
Department of
Garden
The
leader.
be the
After a brief honeymoon, the
•••
how many of those innocent looking brides %veering pure
couple will reside in Murray, at The Lottie Moon Group of
white gowns actually have the right to wear such signtof
the Emblem- Apartments and the First Baptist Church WMS
PurttY
attend MSU where they will will meet at the home of Mrs.
Fiendishly. we like to bsand the ones who got caught,
graduate
in June. Mr. Davis Henry Warren at 7:30 p.m.
will
When
enough.
suffered
already
cases,
have
who in most
•••
will then enter law schooL
Sincerely,
we ever learn?
•••
The Arts, Crafts, Music, aid
Paul Whipple, Minister
Sewing contests for high school
Faith United Methodist Church
students and the edult womaa's
Kent, Ohio
club sewing contest will be
held by the Murray Woman's
DEAR REVEREND WHIPkE: Some never learn. But I
Club at the club house at seven
have learned from you. Thank yea for your fine, illuminating
The Woman's Missionary Soc- p.m. The public is invited to
letter.
iety of the Oak Greve Baptist attend.
CS.
Church met Monday evening,
DEAR ABBY: You had a letter in your column signed
Baptist Church
First
at
The
o'clock
seven
February 23, at
"NAIVE IN NEBRASKA." She said that after her elderly
Mrs. Youlonda WMS will begin the observance
3f
home
the
mother's death she went to visit a woman who her mother
Grooms for its regular month', of the week of prayer for home
had described as a "frequent visitor" who had been kind to
missions at the church at 9:30
meeting.
her during her illness. [She'd come every Sunday, with a
Sixteen persons were present a.m. Mrs. Edgar Shirley will be
piece of cake, and read the Bible to her.] In this woman's
including children. The roll call In charge of the program.
•••
was answered by each one sughome she saw some of her mother's precious "antiques." She
The Elm (trove Baptist
for one of the
gesting a
was astonished, and wanted to warn others that there were
member's coming baby. The Church WMS will begin the obwomen who made it their business to routinely visit the sick
minutes were read by the sec servance of the week of prayer
kkeie.•-bribe /At
anti sidert7 au& '''aellwaiwa" mama at
ret.irV and VW treasorefi re for home missions at the church
of
a
"gifta
them
make
to
person
ailing
the
enough to get
port was given.
at 1:30 p.m. Mrs. Charles Burfew pieces before dying.
The society decided to meet keen will be the leader.
I would like to quote something from our church bulletin
•••
two nights daring the first
for NAIVE IN NEBRASKA to see: "The test of a people is , week in March in observance
Licensed Practical Nurses of
bow it behaves toward the old. It is easy to love children.
of the Annie Armstrong week District 47will have their reof prayer for home missions, gularmonthlymeeting in the
Even tyrants and dictators make a point of being fond of
and a goal was set for the off- conference room of Murraychildren. But the affection and care of the old, the incurable,
ering.
Calloway County Hospital at
the helpless aredhe true gold mines of a
The circle voted to lame it seven p.m. The guest speaker
Heschel.
cultre"—AbahmJ.
the Opal Smothermon Circle in will be Mr. R. W. Keller, PreHer mother parted gladly with the antique bric-a-brac in
appreciation of her efforts in sident of the If S. A. L. P. N.
"payment" for the companionship [whatever the motives]
•••
getting the society organized.
say,
only
Sad
to
for.
hungered
desperately
which she so
A mission study on "WMU
Tuesday, March 3
of
out
closest relatives seem expected to render services
In the Northeast" was discussMurray Assembly No. 19 Orlove--for nothing, but strangers demand a price. Too bad
ed by Delpha Taylor, Youlonia der of the Rainbow for Girls
NAIVE IN NEBRASKA didn't know it. It may have inclined
Grooms, Opel Smothermon, and will meet at the Masonic Hall
eauline Story.
her to take better care of her mother.
at seven p.m.
•••
Another study entitled "The
LOUISVILLIAN READER
Missionary Power" was explain+ The Annie Armstrong Group
ed by Freda Humphreys, Bever- of the First Baptist Church
DEAR ABBY: In reply to NAIVE P4 NEBRASKA who
iy Foutch, Dianne Paschall, and WMS will meet with Mrs. Jesse
some
acquire
means
to
felt that another had used insincere
Sherry Paschall.
Spencer at 7:30 pm.
of her deceased mother's lovely antiques. I hope it taught
• ••
The prayer calendar was read
NAIVE that she should go now to cheer and take care ofher
and prayers for the missionar- The Kappa Department of
ies were made. The meeting the Murray II/omen's Club will
remaining elderly relatives while they are still alive. And
was closed with prayer and re- meet at the club house at 7:30
that goes for the ones she doesn't think have any antiques.
freshments were served by p.m. Hostesses will be Mere
[You never know.]
Mrs. Grooms.
dames Harold McReynolds, Dan
I, a young girl, have many elderly relatives whom I take
Others present, not previous- Shiplcy, Harold Lew Wallace,
time to visit. Don't pat me on the back. I get something from
ly mentioned, were Mrs. Zltell and Robert L Warren.
them. A bit of folk humor, a smile, or the wiclsom of someone
Se. .
Cooper, Mrs. Pauline Cooper,
who has been around many years. That's thanks enough. _Beth and Vicki Humphreys,
The
Delta
Department of the
Abby, any indication that someone cares is worth more to a
Terri and Tammy Paschall, Te- Murray Woman's Club will meet
be
needs
to
shelf
and
mute
a
sits
on
shut in than a thing that
resa Taylor, and the Pastor.
at the club hoese at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
dusted.
Hostesses Will be Mesdames
SIGN ME -18 GOING ON 110," LOCKPORT, N. Y.
Wells Purdom. Sr., Harry Sledd,
J. I. Hosick, and Misses Ruth
DEAR EIGHTEEN": What a jay yea most be I. year
Sexton, Kathleen Patterson,
family. Bleu yaw.
and-Ruth- Lassiter.
•• •
held on Thursday, March 12,
The home of Mrs. Earl Lee
at 11 a.m.. at the home of M.-.
The Goshen United MethodHenry James. Each member is was the scene of the minion ist Church WSCS will meet at
study held by the Woman's the church at seven p.m.
to bring a sack lunch.
•••
At the noon hour a Saes Missionary Society of the Elm
The Sunnyside Homemakers lunch was served with the drink ,:lrove Baptist Church on ThursThe Hazel Baptist Church
Club met at the home of Mrs. and dessert beiog furnished by day, February 26, at ten o'clock .WMS groups will
meet at the
Micky Cherry' on Thursday. Mrs Cherry.
in the Morning.
new addition at 1:30 Osn. with
•
•
•
February 12, with the presi
"Our Best" was the opening Mrs. Ora Joyce as the
leader.
dent, Mrs. Wayne Garrison
song Mrs. Lee gave the call to
• ••
presiding.
prayer with the scripture read- I The Elm Grove
Baptist
Mrs. Cherry gave the devot
ing from Amos 5:14-24.
'1Church WMS will meet at the
"Mission: Northeast" was the church at 1:30 pins. with
Mrs.
The lesson for the month was
title of the book discussed by George Cossey as the
leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Glass of Mesdames Robert Weston, Joe
on "Sett Defense For Women'
• ••
Walton
Fulkenon, The First Baptist
aryl was presented by Mrs Bar Princeton announce the marr- Arnold,
Church
iage
of their daughter, Belinda Jesse Roberts: and Albert Cr1- WMS will meet
letta Wrather, county home de
at the - church
e, to Allen Edward Jackson, ,1er.
monsteation agent. She demon
at 9:30 am. with Mrs. Ray
n of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
The closing prayer was by Moore as the leader.
strated some helpful techniquet
to use in case of emergencies Jackson of Scottsbluff. Nebras- Ars. Bessie Colson.
i.e
'Preceding the potluck lun- .. Group I of the
The club expressed appre.ia
First ChristThe couple was married at cheon, the blessing was said by ian
then to Mrs. Wrather for pre
Church CWF will meet in
the
First
United
Mrs.
Brigham
Futrell.
Methodist
seating the lesson.
the home of Mrs.
Others present were Mes- 107 North 7th William Seale,
Subjects for study during the hurtle at Murray and are now
home
at
Old
Kuttawa.
dames Keys Keel, George Cu,s a.m. Mrs. W. Street, at ten
catalog year were discussed
C. Duncan will
Both the bride and groom at- sey, Alvin Futrell, Charles Bur present
Mrs. Danny Phillip. - led the
the study.
group in a very enjoyable re tend Murray State University keen. 'Henry Richardson, Mae
•• •
where she Is a sophomore ma- Williams, Hardin Morris, and
creational session
Two visitors were Mrs, Den- joring in special education and Floy Caldwell.
Group. II of the First Christ.
• ••
inn Church CWF will meet in
pis Woods arid Mrs. R. 0. le is a seniormajoring in phythe church library at two p.m.
Woods, and three new members sical education.
•• $
with Mrs. R L. Wade as hosare Mrs. George Holland, Mrs
tess. Mrs. Frank Wainscott and
Charles Holland, and Mrs. Nick
Foresighted
Fathers
Mrs Clem Moore are cohos!Dorton. Otners present, not
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Met.:oy of trews. Mrs.
1.06 ANGELES t17P1) — The
mentioned previously, were Mrs..
Wayne Sheeks will
were
the
Cincinnati. -Ohio,
;resent the study.
elenry James, Mrs. Max Dow- city'of Los Angeles was founded
guests last weekend of their
• ••
dy. Mrs. Harold By num, Mrs by a group. of Spanish priests
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Anti/ MeCleo Colson. and Mrs. Don who wrote that the chosen site
et- -Mistima- ana Mr, arid
"-hal all the riesnisotes,
Wednesday, Mare* 4 fors large
_ Mrst.liSIL_Nealt
The: cherry....coener—Beptist
MU-—held --Mettillit

eat-44411,-
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Abby learns
from reader

By Abigail Van Buren

Golden Anniversary
-Observed Recently
By ThomPsons

Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Thompson celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary on Saturday, February 7, at Hardin
-Ichool cafeteria with their
,nany friends and relatives attending.
Bro. John Hicks of Hardin
the Murray Woman's Club will noon at the Community Center
led the devotion after which a
have an open meeting at the Ellis Drive.
•••
three tiered wedding cake and
club house at two p.m. Mrs
The Elm Grove Baptist golden colored punch were
George Hart will give a slide
talk on gardens of Hawaii. Hos- Church WMS will meet at the served.
Assiting in the serving were
tesses are Mesdames Fred Ging- 2hurch at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs
Mason Thompson, Mrs. D
Mrs.
Keys
Keel
as
the
leader.
les, Es! Huie, J. Edgar Pride,
• ••
T. Starks, Mrs. Noel Deason,
Will Rose, John Ryan, and G
The Hazel Baptist Church and Mrs. David Nanny.
B. Scott.
WMS will meet at the new add- Teresa Thompson, a grand• ••
daughter, kept the guest reThe Hazel Baptist Church ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
gister.
Irene
Smotherman
as
the
leadWMS will meet at the new acidMr. and Mrs. Thompson are
ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. er.
•••
the parents of four sons, Joe
Vivian Fairris as the leader.
The First Baptist Church Thomas of Willowick, Ohio, Lou•••
is David of Middlefield, Ohio,
Judge Robert 0. Miller will WMS will meet at the church
Jesse Lee of Columbus, Ohio,
speak on "Troubled Youth" at at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Ralph
and Herbert Mason of Hardin
Tesseneer
as
the
leader.
Bapthe meeting of the First
aoute One.
"1_,•
tist Church WMS at the church
•• •
at 8:30 am.
•••
Mrs. Mason Thomas will be
leader at the meeting of the
Girl Scout Troop No. Five
Elm Grove WMS at the church
net at the First United Metho1:30 p.m.
SSG and Mrs. Ubil.do Peretre
•••
list Church and selected the of Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
patrol
names
oew officers and
Friday, March 6
announce the I:firth of a baby
The World Day of Prayer will They are Snoopy Patrol, Jan laughter, Sonia Monique, weighbe held at the St. John's Bap- Outland, leader; Peace-maker ing eight pounds, born on
tist Church, 2nd and Spruce Patrol, Jo Ann Williams, lead- Thursday, February 10, at a
Street, at 7:30 p.m. The pro- er; Groovey Group Patrol, Kel- Fort Bragg hospital.
gram is sponsored by Church ly Williams. leader.
Women United.
Mrs. Pereira is the former
cc.
Connie Mikes is the treasur- Georgia Hale, daughter of Mr
The Senior Citizens Club will er and Janice Rose is the
and Mrs. R. E. Hale of Murray
have a potluck luncheon at 12 scribe.
Route Three.

Girl Scout Troop
Names Leaders

••
•0E101111111••••••••
•411••••••••••001111 •111•111•

Oak Grove Baptist
WMS Has Meeting
At Grooms' Home

mese

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

••
•
S.
•
•:•
‘
iv Register for Free
•••
Prizes to be Given

AV

4 11

Z4S*

Away Daily ...
* Swim Suit
* Hand Bag
* Blouse
* Slack Outfit
* Short Outfit
* Pair of Shoes
* Beach Bag - Hit

•

Elm Grove WMS
Has Mission Study
At Mrs.Lee's Home

Sunnyside Club Has
Meeting In Home
Mrs. Micky Cherry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Belinda Sue Glass
& A. E. Jackson
Are Married Here

PERSONALS

•

**C1
t

GRAND PRIZE
$50°' GIFT CERTIFICATE

(Register beginning March 2)
DRAWING DAILY AT
4:30 P.M.

LITTLETON'S

••

•
Se

•••••31114.•••••

""

••••••••••••••••••••••0ii•iiiiiiiiii:iis•air••••
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SENSING
THENEWS
The Boston Massacre—It Happened Just 200 Years Ago
IS BONANZA
By Thurman Sensing
Here's First Newspaper Account of 1770 Event
FOR CPA'S
•

0. D. Thompd the:r golden
ersary on Sitar, 7, et Hardin
ria with their
and relatives at-

•

•

Which Led to American War of Independence

-licks of Hardin
in after which
edding cake and
d punch were

aimed a blow at the Captain's
By CLARE KINNAIRD
head, which grazed his hat and
Written Especially /or Central
fell pretty heavy on his arm.
Press used This Newspaper
However, the soldiers continued
BOSTON, Mass.—Two Boston
the fire, successively, until 7
foreditor-printers are unjustly
to 8, or as some say 11 guns.
gotten men in the attention bewere discharged.
ing given the bicentennial of the
"By this fatal maneuver,
Boston Massacre. The names of
three men were laid dead on the
Benjamin Edes and John Gill
spot, and two more struggling
deserve bracketing with those
for life; but what showed a deof Samuel Adams and Paul Regree of cruelty unknown to
vere as firebrands who made
British troops, at least since
the occurrence of March 5,
the house of Hanover had di1770 raise revolutionary fever
rected their operations, was an
throughout the Colonies.
attempt to fire upon or to push
Gazette
Boston
Edes-Gill
The
with their bayonets the persons
in
voice
strong
first
was the
who undertook to remove the
to
resistance
New England for
slain and wounded?' a
had
it
1770
British rule. In
After listing the dead and
record high circulation in the
wounded, the Gazette recounted:
governor
Colonies. The royal
"The people were immediately
wrote, "The misfortune is that
alarmed with the report of this
seven-eighth of the people read
horrid massacre, the bells were
none but this infamous paper."
set ringing, and great numbers
Edes and Gill were declared
soon assembled at the place
"trumpeters of :sedition."
where this tragical scene had
been acted . . ."
Edes was the presumptive
anonymous author of the earliThus Edes, the assumed nest
est account of what happened
rator for the Gazette, was fink
March 5, printed March 12. It
to apply the term 'massacre' to
began, "The Town of Boston afthe occurrence. Opportunely:the
fords a melancholy demonstraaccount was illustrated with
tion of the destructive consewoodcuts of four coffins bearDeparture by the famous illustrator Howard Pyle from the
quences of quartering troops
ing initials of the four killed
famous Henry Pelham-Paul Revere concept of Boston Massadied of
among citizens in time of peace,
March 5, (Another
cre. Crispus Attucks, the Negro-Indian mulatto killed in the
under a pretense of supporting
wounds 10 days later). Edes and
first blast of British guns, is the fallen man at right. Two balls
the laws and aiding civil authorGill were first publishers of the
entered his breast, one of them tourists .et his sight loos.
ity . . . but in reality to in-'
most famous of Paul Revere**
used a
force oppressing measures; to
& the other person: ran to tue.apawered, -Mini see by and —e"ta-; Thex
awe -& control the legislative barrack & brought with himl
i by.' Immediately after, those reproductidh in reprinting, as a
to
and
Province,
power of the
two soldiers, one armed With a Aeroes appeared in the square. broadside, The Gazette account
quell a spirit of Liberty."
quoted above, by which the Repair of tongs, the other with a Among where were the boogers7
• • •
Where were the cowards? One vere represention was made
shovel.
known -throughout the colonies.
"One armed with tongs pur- of them advanced toward a
WITHOUT referring to previ• . •
ous violent assertions of British sued Archbold back through the youth who had a split of raw
authority, including murder of alley,' collared and laid him over stave in his hand, saicr-Ttmn
WHAT happened before and
young Christopher Snider two the head with the tongs. The them, here is one of them.' But after March 5 to make it a sipweeks earlier, The Gazette de- noise broeght people together, the young person, seeing a per- gle date in American history
tailed what happened March 5 and John Hicks. a young lad, son with a drawn sword and is illuminated in the new book,
[with some excisions here for knocked the soldier down, but good cane ready to support this, "The Boston Massacre: An Epilet him get up again; and more held up his stave in defiance, sode in Dissent and Violence," by
brevity} :
him up Harry Hansen (Hastings House,
"A few minutes after nine lads gathering, drove the sol- and they quietly passed
King-street, Publishers; New York.) Ainong
o'clock, four youths, named Ed- diers back to the barrack . . . the little alley to
"In less than a minute 10 or where they attacked single and many revelations is evidence
ward Archbold, William Merthey raised that Paul Revere appropriated
chant, Francis Archbald, and 12 of them came out with drawn unarmed persons till
much clamor . . .
the design of his representation
John Leech, Jun., came down cutlasses, clubs and bayonets,
"Thirty or forty persons, of the tragedy from an earlier
Cornhill together, and separat- and set upon the unarmed boys
ing at Doctor Loring's corner, and young folks . . On hear- mostly lads, being by this means one by a rival artist and enthe two former were passing the ong the noise. one Samuel At- gathered in king-street, Capt. graver, Henry Pelham. He may
narrow alley leading to Mur- wood came up to see what was Preston: with a party of men have done so at the urging of
ray's barrack, in which a sol- the matter . . . When the boys with charged bayonets. came Edes and Gill, in a rush to get
. They it into print.
dier was brandishing a broad had dispersed he met the 10 or from the main guard
It may be true Sainuel Adsword of uncommon size against 12 soldiers aforesaid rushing took place by the custom-house,
the walls, out of which he down the alley toward the and continuing to push and ams was the great stage-manstruck fire plentifully. A person square, and asked them • if they drive the people off. pricked ager:.for tile Sons...of Liberty
to murder people, some in several place; on'which and cRitbrok of till. Revolution
of mean countenance armed Intended
with a large cudgel bore him They answered, 'Yee', by G-d, they [people/ were clamorous, but Edes and Gill were his
root and branch'.' With that, and, it is said, threw snow-balls, prime prompters.
company.
Edes, who took part personEdward Archbold admonished one struck Mr. Atwood with a On this. the Captain commandMr. Merchant to take care of club, which was repeated by ed them [soldiers] to fire; and ally in the Boston "Tea Party".'
he continued a resolute editor of
the sword on which the soldier another, and being unarmed, he more snowballs coming
turned around and struck Arch- turned to go off, and received again said, 'Damn you, fire, be the Gazette throughout the
war i moving it out of Boston
bold on the arm, then pushed a wound on the left shoulder • the consequence what it will.'
"One soldier then fired, and during the British occupation o.
at Merchant and pierced his which reached the bone and
a -townsman with a cudgel The partnership with Gill was
clothes inside the arm close to gave him much pain.
"Retreating Mr. Atwood met struck him over the hands with dissolved in 1775. when Gill bethe arm-pit and grazed the skin.
Merchant then struck the sol- two officers and said, 'Gentle- such force he dropped his fire- gan publishing the Continental
rushing forward Journal and Weekly Advertiser.
dier with a short stick he had, men, what is the matter?' They lock; and

he serving were
canpson, Mrs. D
s. Noel Deason,
d Nanny
ipson, a grandthe guest re-

Thompson are
four sons, Joe
awick, Ohio, Louiddlefield, Ohio,
Columbus, Ohio,
Eason of Hardin

••

.. Ubaldo Perrin'
North Carolina,
tfirth of a baby
. Monique, weighunds, born on
awry 19, at a
spital.

is the former
daughter of Mr
Hale of Murray

copperplate
-
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Twilight War Washington
Window
Coming Into
Full Daylight
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor

ished- beings in Western histo- "grievously and perhaps irreparably damaged."
ry."
y cases„ he charges, Faculty members now realize
ca pus revolts were simply a this fact, he says, and it has
power grab by bright but totally changed the attitude of
cynical adolescents who had "collossal permissiveness" they
been thoroughly spoiled by the previously took toward campus
pampering of a middle-class disorders, Henceforth, the overupbringing, and who wanted whelming majority of college
some kind of "action" to inject teachers and administrators
a little excitement into their will regard student insurrection
"with undiluted hostility." And
lives.
the young revolutionists "have
Nisbet
says the "chief neither the self-discipline nor
casualty" of student uprisings the dedication" to cope with
has been academic freedom, firm adult resistance.
adding that the reputation of
That's one professor's opithe American university, and its nion. Others may see the whole
relation to society, have been thing in a quite different lLIt

The
WASHINGTON (UPI)
student revolution on American
By PHIL NEWSOM
college campuses is petering
UPI Foreign News Analyst
out and by next year will be
only a memory.
The "twilight war" in Laos
That's the view of Dr. Robert
gradually is coming into full Nisbet, a member of the
daylight, attracting more dis- University of California faculty
cussion about the U.S. commit- at Riverside.
ment there, what it's costing, In an article written for a
who is running it and who is British magazine, Encounter,
fighting it.
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said it designed the new form
to compel or encourage wage
earners to take deductions to
which they are entitled but
have skipped in previous years
in favor of the short 1040A
form, now abolished.
It is having that effect but
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
also is causing some first year
headaches. "Many of our
Southern States Industrial Council
customers just threw up their
By LEROY POPE
hands in despair when they
UPI Business Writer
learned they couldn't go by last
year's returns in making out
NEW YORK (UPI)- The new this year's form," said a tax
FIGHTING INFLATION
federal income tax form Is
mere is not a single member proving a bonanza for accoun- consultant in Jackson, Miss,
THE NLRB'S LACK
Sen. Frank E. Moss, 1)-Utah,
of the board who "has observed
tants paid to prepare returns. complained to the IRS that the
OF BALANCE
Industrial relations from the
An Atlanta representative o new form appears to be too
management side of a table."
national tax preparation complicated and forces persons
President Nixon's nomination Obviously, this is an experience a
of Edward B. Miller of Illinois gap that is intolerable if fairness service said its business was up who can ill afford it to spend $5
as new chairman of the National is to be a characteristic of the 60 per cent in January from to $10 to get help in filing a
one year ago. Florida offices o return.
Labor Relations Board is a step board's work.
the same company reported
towards restoring the fairness
Income tax preparation firms
American business has never
that has been absent from that suggested that the NLRB should many more taxpayers turning say the new form really is
controversial federal agency sin- be devoid of representatives with to consultants for help.
simple that it is only habit and
President Ed Horowitz of unfamiliarity that is causing
ce its founding. Mr. Miller is a understanding of the position of
Tax Systems, the trouble,
Chicago attorney who in years unions in industrial disputes. But Programmed
past has represented manageme- the unions bitterly resist any Inc., of New York, which
"It's really easier than the
in more than 100 old form," said Rechey Davidnt in labor disputes,
nominee to the board who is und- operates
said business has dou- son of Dallas. John F. Digangi
of management. No so- cities,
The vacancy Mr. Miller will erstanding
year "because of of Dallas predicted that "the
Mr. Miller's nomina- bled over last
was
oner
fill, if confirmed by the Senate,
form." Horowitz said average John and Jane Doe
announced than George Mea- the new
tion
occurred when Sam Zagoria's
another possible factor is the soon will find this out"
president of the AFL-C10,
five-year term expired in Janua- ny,
tax payer's desire to file a neat But they aren't finding it out
organization
his
that
ry, Mr. Zagoria is a liberal Re- declared
by a
out
printed
oppose Mr. Miller being retain
quickly. Consequently, 11, & R.
publican, a former assistant to will
computer that does the actual
toard.
the
on
seated
Block, Inc., which bills itself as
Sen. Clifford Case of New Jerscalculating.
Hopefully, the nomination of
ey, and one-time reporter for
Service the nation's biggest tax 'returns
Internal
Revenue
The
and
service, said it has opened
The Washington Post and mem- Mr. Miller will be approved
will bill, but the Nixon administra- many new offices this year.
r of the American Newspaper that other fair-minded men
be nominated and seated when tion presents a new opportunity Gayle Peterson, Block manager
Guild, BA AFL-CIO union.
vacancies occur on the board. for thorough overhaul of labor In Chicago, said he had opened
The NLRB's obvious bias tow- disputes procedures -especially 23 new offices in the Chicago
Mr. Zagoria, like other mem- ard unions deprive American em- if Mr.
Nixon as a stronger base in district alone. Block has 63
bers of the board appointed by ployers of a fair shake when dis- Congress after next fall's elec- offices in the Chicago raetropoadministrations, putes arise. In other words, emDemocratic
litan area. "People have to
tions.
was strongly sympathetic to on- ployers can't obtain justice from
Over the years, many mem- read 23 pages of Instructions
Ions in disputes before the toa- the NLRB.
bers of Congress have pointed this year compared with six
rd, U. S. Rep, Albert Watson(R- - Ideally, of course,the over haul
lo the prejudiced character of pages In recent years," PeterSC) in a protest voiced last Deo- of the NLRB's membership shouthe NLRB. U. S. Rep, L. Mendel son explained.
ember, charged that Mr.Zagoria ld be the prelude to a thorough Rivers (1)-SC) is on
record as
was "an extreme activist on the revision of procedures for handl- saying of the NLRB: "This board Assemblies youth
mighboard who has co'ntributed
ing major labor-management dis- is a disgrace to our people. It help missionaries
tily to the breakdown in later- putes. Rep. Watson, cited above, should be abolished. We need
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (Din) management relations because also is the author of a bill that a labor court to protect both lab- About 450
youthful members of
of his participation in decisions would replace the NLRB with a or and management."
the Assemblies of God will
spirit
and
letter
the
thwart
which
15-judge U. S. Labor Court. The The history of the NLRB since devote part of
their summer
of labor law enacted by Con- judges would be appointed by the its establishment in 1935 is a helping the
denomination's
gress."
President with the advice and chronicle of blatant bias against overseas
missionaries in
Rep. Watson also asserted that consent of the Senate. NLRB
management in the naming of evangelistic efforts..
"the NLRB was not created to trial examiners, who wield ex- appropriate collective bargaining
The high school and college
make labor policy, only to help cessive power, would be replaced units and in the determination of
students, known as "Christ's
dislabor-management
resolve
by 90 commgsioners appointed "unfair" employer practices.
Ambassadors," pay their own
putes and enforce labor law. But by the Labor Court.
The NLRB, at the same time has
Mr. Zagoria has served in an One reason why the NLRB's dope nothing to protect union expenses when they participate
in the fifth annual Assemblies of
era in which we have witnessed functions should be turned over members against domination by
untold labor law abuses by the to a court, in Mr. Watson's union bosses, many ofthem corr- God Ambassadors in Mission
(AIM) program. Assemblies of
Judgment, is that the board has upt and violence-prone.
board."
God missionaries in Hawaii and
James J. Kilpatrick, the high- failed individual union members With the opening of a
denew
ly respected syndicated columni- from coercion by national union cede it is time to open a new.Alaska and in several European
and South and Central American
st, is among the writers who has Leaders.
era in handling of labor-managecited the lack of balance on the The Johnson administration bi- ment disputes. The first step countries have asked for AIM
hea
NLRB. He recently observed that tterly oursoeed the Labor Goutisitassaaas obantian cot ems 1111LREk. teams this year.

IT'S A RED LETTER DAY
When Your Bank
The

BANK OF MURRAY
ANNOUNCES

205 CALLOWAY STUDENTS
Have Received To Date

$213,510.00 IN LOANS
Under Federal Insured Student Loan Program

THE BANK Of MURRAY
SUPPORTS THEIR FUTURE
Member ef the Federal permit insurance CorPoratien
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Only Training Facility For Tennessee
Walking Horses In Western Kentucky
Whether you are a horse laver or know very little about
horses, a visit to the Vaughn
Stables on the Mazfield High.
way, near Benton, lain inter
eating and enjoyable experience
The Vaughns, father Ralph,

are 23 horses at the staples,
top
all • registered stock and
realize
people
Few
blood lines.
some
that right here in Benton
Tennessee
of the country's best
being
Walking Horses are
trained.

and son Darrel, raise, train,
and board Tennessee Walking
Horses. They have the only
training facility for Tennessee
Walking Horses in Western
Kentucky._
Although the elder mr. Vaughn
has turned the operation of the
stables over to his son, he is
there to lend a hand and help
whenever needed.
Mr. Vaughn said he had loved
horses all his life but began
raising and training horses seriously aboist It years.ago. Dar- rdl has been riding since he
eras old enough to sit a horse
ant was etining in shows at an
early age. He is a member of
the Tennessee Walking Horse
Trainer's Association.
Mrs- Yawl= is her husband
and son's greatest fan. she is
always front row center when
they are showing their horses
and admits she gets quite excited at shows. mrs. Vaughn
doesn't ride but her eyes sparkle when she talks about horses.

modThe horses are kept in a
ern 18 stall barn constructed
about three years ago. Additional facilities for six other

and was shown at the celebration by the new owners.

Wti
607
moo

The annual event at Shelby-

Rea
cha
Rho

ville might be compared to the
World Series in baseball, for
here is where the world champion is selected, here is where
the best Tennessee Walking
Horses in the country are
shown.

21-I
in
Phi

The yaughns both agree, the
barn- -eitimate _desire_ of a. trainer
aS
show a World
The barn _is spotlessly clean, is to train and
also agree this
They
Champion.
exmight
one
what
not at all
difficult assignment, yet
pect. An example of how clean Is a
that some day one of
feel
both
might be the fact that a "barn their horses Just might fulfill
party" for owners of horses this dream. maybe even Ebony's
being boarded and trained at Go Boy, a yearling futurity colt
the Vaughns, was held in the owned by Mr. and airs. Vaughn.
main part of the building. Tables
Were lined down the center al
Training of Tennessee walkthe building and dinner was ing Horse begins when the horse
eaten right there.
is from 15 to 18 months old.
Training is started in the fall
making
What goes into the
and continues until spring when
walkshows begin.“Training is never
of a winning Tennessee
seem
vaughns
over," said Darrel. uA horse
ing Horse? The
rode
to have the secret. Darrel
is like an athlete, they must
walkhave continuous training to be
in the National Tennessee
fall
last
the best.”
ing Horse celebration
and
Tennessee,
in Shelbyville,
The dream of every trainer of
Darrel trains and exercises Tennessee Walking Horses is
year
two
the
in
placed eighth
the horses at the Vaughn-Stables to some day train and show a
old filly class. He was riding
every day,outside when weather V/oeld chammoe. toonra
by
owned
K
Emma
Ebony's
permits and inside when the
other
•
two
have
The Vaughns
come
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wright, !limo, weather is bad. Horses
children besides Darrel. They
. 5-10
lamina ic was first at the_ yaug.lins, it is evi- Faye Forbus
ony's
4,4issour4.-gb
who
prorine,
sa'ratr
ate Mrs.
dent they receive the best;' no
Darrel and he is
& 3-10
by
5-6-10
Latimer
trained
LaVatighn
Mrs.
and
„Michigan,
in
lives
only in training, but in care.
to
Top Ten Average,
Betty Morris, of Benton. Mr. 'anning on taking her back
Waling
Tennessee.
of
Owners
160
the annual event for entry in
Manly Parks
Vaughn said although they like the three y--r old division this
160
Bobbie Garrison
the
Tennessee
Horses say that
horses, their interest was year.
159
Mildred Hodge
world's
is
..the
Horse
Walking
definitely In watching.
• •
156
Dixon
Betty
show
and
pleasure
greatest,
Another horse teateeilby Dar151
Nance
Wanda
the
at
horse/
the
horse."
All of
rel, Bronze- masterpiece,
146
Latimer
LaVaughn
They
theirs.
not
certainly
would
are
Vaughns
The
Vaughns
placed second in the pony class
144
Virginia Buchanan
train and board horses from a at the calabration.BronzeMas- _ agree.
142
Mary Harris
four state ues. Right now there terpiece was sold by Darrel

Isabel Parks
Sandra .Thompaon
Nancy Rogers
Betty Darnell

BOWLING
STANDINGS
MAGIC-T11
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of 2-2410
, W.
Standings:
75%
Johnson's Grocery
Ezell's Beauty School 57%
57
Country Kitchen
Owens Food Market 52
VINtrrs,11 Vollassvolosaa

liot

V
hoax
at
AK(
pug
52719
Like
maw
Horses at the Vaughn stables
are placed in the cooler after
being ridden so they may cool

in their stalls. In the summer

.vafinallv before being placed

price supports to cover the crop
which will be grown this year.
Ellis said the national vote
was "overwhelming" in favor of
continued price supports. The
local vote, he added, ran from
90 to 95 per cent in favor of the
price supports.

t•-•
Champion someday. Left to
right are Mr. Vaughn, Darrel
Vaughn, and mrs. Vaughn.

Boy, a yearling futurity colt
owned by mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Vaughn, Just might be that world

Dark Tobacco Price
Supports To Continue
MURRAY, Ky.,
kre-a growers of both dark fire
cured and dark air cured tobacco have voted overwhelmingly
to continue price supports on
both types of leaf, as have growers in other parts of the nation.
This means once supoorts cm

139
139
138
135

dark fire cured and dark air
cured leaf will continue in effect
through 1971, 1972 and 1973, according to Holmes Ellis, executive director of the Western
Dark Tobacco Growers Associal
tion. Ellis said a previous referendum already had extended

months they are given daily
baths then placed in the cooler
to dry gradually.

FOU
tubel
Call

Pressing Points

GUM

What iron temperature is best
for blended fabrics? Set Metro's
for the most delicate fabri0 in
the blend. If in Wet, set metro's low and gradually increase
beat. Even at !Ow ttmeeratures,
treeing blended ?Oriel ls easier
with spray sizing. Sizing sprayed
on garments as you ben, helps
iron glide over fabric:A Yet because it can be used with cooler irons, it is safe for newest
blends and synthetics.

Ellis also explained that the
sale Friday on both the Mur-

ray and Mayfield markets wilt
be the final sale of the 19W crop
which will be covered by price
•
supports, and that the supports
will return, on crops grown in
the next four years.

Although the total fat
content of some pork cuts
may be higher than for
most other meats—depending on how it is trimmed—
the lean of pork is not any
higher in fat than is beef.

by Charles M. Schulz
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Jerrys Restaurant
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Town & Country
90 82
Dress Shop
High Team Series NC
Ezell's Beauty School ____ 3016
2785
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2732
Country Kitchen
High Team Game NC
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Ezell Beauty School
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Ezell Beauty School
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Johnsons Grocery
High Ind. Series NC
643
Wanda Nance
Nancy Rogers
631
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Mildred Hodge
High Ind. Game NC
Mildred Hodge
298
Nancy Rogers '
230
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Emma Adams
Marilyn Parks &
186
Nancy Rogers
Splits Converted
Jean Butterworth
9-10
Norma Bennett 2-7-10 & 2-10
Patsy Knapp
5-7
Carol Hill
3-10
3-6-10
Candy Jenkins
Mike Freeman and Keith Keel- Dierrel Vaughn. The horses reing prepare one of the Tennes- ceive the best in care and it is
2-7
Nancy Rogers
see walking Horses at Vaughn ,opparent they come'first with . Isabel Parks
2-5-10
stables for a ride by trainer *PIS venoms.

EIGA
white
ward
De L
AKC
or 71
Mart
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About Pork

An earlier teport concerning
the lifting of the price supports
after Friday had made some
growers think the price supports
were being lifted permanently,
he said.
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Abbie 'N Slats
F )01J ASK NE,THIS
DARLING BOY WOULDN'T
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Several Persons Are
Fined In City Court
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PERIM INTERNATIONAL
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Several persons were chargSAN FRANCISCO - French President Georges Pompidou's
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and prescription for adult response to the worldwide revolt of youth:
were fined in the City Court
"Our duty in the face of this malaise .
is above all to
of City Judge Don Overbey open our eyes to the present, to question ourselves about the
Records
week.
past
the
during
future."
FOR SAI.11
show the following occurred:
AUTOS FOR SALA
FOR RENT
SERVICES OFFERED
James Jeffery, driving on reHospital Report
LOS ANGELES - Former Army medic James D. Henry
WURLITZER ORGAN, model 1963 CHEVROLET Super Sport, TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart- FOR YOUR home remodeling,
voked license, fined $50.00
6070 and Leigh, tone cabinet, 406 positive traction, good con- meats, central heat and air, additions and repairs. nee WEexplains his belief that alleged massacres by Americans in Vietcosts $141-00rnoded 145. Like new condition. dition. New tires, dark green built-in range, ceramic tile bath, mates. Call 7534123 or
February 24, 1970
•
J. N. Coursey, driving while nam are acts of frustration:
Census - Adults
Maroon for selling, have pur- with black interior. Phone 753- carpet throughout Call or see 7842.
99 intoxicated anci driving on re7e8
-.41-C
"After you lose a lot of men and you have nothing to show.
Census - Nursery
chased 4500 model Wurlitrar. 4123 after 3:00 p. m. 7-38-C Gene Steely, Southside Shop4 yoked license, given six months for it, you have to take it out on somebody and the soldiers take
Newborn Admissions
Phone 753-2700.
March-MC
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky, SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If
in jail, five months of sentence it out on the Vietnamese civilians."
1966 CHRYSLER four door seBaby girl Moran (mother Mrs suspended.
ITC you are experiencing di
21-INCH boy's Schwinn bicycle, dan, air conditioned, power 753.7850.
Ann Moran), 820 20th Street
Robert Halton Banks, driving
in very good condition, $15.00. steering and brakes. One own- BUILDING for body or clean ties with your septic Seek sell Murray; Baby girl Mouser
WASHINGTON - Sen. John C. Stennis. D.-Miss., arguing
(mo- while intoxicated, emended to
today,
your
problems
mey
be
Phone 753-2527.
F-25C er. Low mileage. Light blue up shop. Electric doors, air
ther Mrs. Vickie Lynn Mouser), reckless driving, fined $100.00 that school integration by busing is not exclusively a problem
solved
by
simply
pumping
eUI
compressor, hoist, natural gas
for the South:
Route 1, Murray.
8' x 36' RICHARDSON mobile finish, $1296.00. Parker Ford,
costs $10.00.
heat, excellent lighting, good your tank. Call Steely & ES"This problem of busing children around has grown . . .
Dismissals
reckless
Parker,
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This Morning At
Local Hospital
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... She came from God the Father to accomplish good for
all; to persuade people to a better way of life. Her steeple
.
is high, her influence .reaches far. Men know she holds
comfort for believers and direction for those lost in sin.

Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Evening
Wonder>
.
.
.
8:30 p.m.
Morning Worsdip
11:00 am.
Kvonine Wnrshis
7.00 pm
LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
FOIST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Ifirksey, Kentucky
111 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worming)
11:00 a.m.
Worship Hour
10:30 am. sunday Night Service
7:00 p.m.
Zemin. Service
7:00 pm.

She is where a lot of people go as a 4ast resort. Oh, that
all men might first, come by way of His church for
renewed hope. divine courage and greater strength.

-

Over nineteen hundred years ago. God opened her doors

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PREPIBYTERIAN

_

Worship
10:00 am
11:00 am. ihindayingSchool
Training IM.on
".• 6:30 p.m. •
11:00 RAP
Evening AurshIfl ... • 7:30 am.
FIRST BAPTIST CBURCE
rommt SPRY/401i BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship .... 10:46 a.m.
'Route 3 - Pottertowo
Training Union ..
1:00 o.m.
i•:ven. Worship
7:00 om .
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
•7:00 p.m.
Evening
orship .
6:30 u.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF oodf
CHURCH
XT. PLEASANT CUWBERLAND
Beath 16th and Glendale Read
PRENRYTHRIAN CHUM II
Morning Worship
orship Service ▪. • • 11:00 PM
11:00 a.m.
Sundav Night Service .. 1:00
Sunday night
. 7:30 Pm.

to all then'regardless of,race, color or creed. He raised

.the cross..
cross,. on which Jesus died, atop her steeple with

sza

a prayer that men might never commit blasphemy
against His name—Then."come let us go into the
house of the Lord
God I serve

Here, it is always time to worship the
for I am His church.

..TNIVERnITY cHIIRCII

Worship Service ... . 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ..t. 7:00
p.m.
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Church School
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11:00
Training Union . ... . 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship . . :00 p.m.
SCOTTS OROVE BAPTIST
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Worship SeevtG9 .... 10:00 a.m.
6:10 p.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. Training Union
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7:00 p.m.
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METHODIST CHURCH
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Worship Service
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CHRISTIAN PCIRNCE
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
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MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am. * Termer Ave. and 17th Street
11.00 am.
Sunday
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m
Monday School
Evening Worship
41:30 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am
SAW BAPTIST CHURCH
Evening Worship
1:10 1/.111
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
NNW PROVIDENCE
Evening Worship
1:16 p.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 a.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
Mongling-Woreht
11 am.
OF CHRIST
Evening Worship ....
p.m.
Murrey-Pottertown Road
KIRESEY UNITTID
Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
wieTnonzire CHURCH
Evening Worship
6:10 p.m.
Worship Service:
11:00 am 19 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
16th A Sycamore
CSIZEZT CORNER BAPTIST
Sabbath School
1:00 p.m.
CHURCH
Worship Service
2:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10
UNION GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11.am.
OF CHRIST
Evening Worship
I glo.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:60 am.
Evening Service
8:30 p.m.
LI/MANUEL LUTHERAN
PLHASANT VALLEY CHURCH
CHURCH
15th Tk Main
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertovni Read
Sunday actoasit
9:11 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 am. Morning Worship
10:30 am.
8:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
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Murra
M
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Grocery Co.

Shady Oaks

C A000 44/1-7/

Mobile Hornet Court
Mayfield Highway 121

Kelthicial Fried ellieltea
-=-•
....__

Mack & Mack

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
US. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5966

fr-.. el

S •
loitttt'S 621 So 4th

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Authorised Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Service
W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S. 68 (Aurora)
Phone 474-2344

i

Claude Vaughn

Grecian Steak House

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Salts & Service
Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
501 N. 4th
Phone 453-6168

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon.,,,Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin. Thurs., Chicken 'Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753 4419

Holiday Restaurant
Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Bar-B-Q Ribs
Open All Year — CM •.m. to :IS p.m.
Aurora. Ky.
Phone 474-2228

.4.
., ''',
tifik.imu
r
'f•'‘,„,.,

Lifetime Muffler Installation & Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Boats
Nohh 4th Street
Phone 753-8119

Robert Young
Wm. E. Dodson

,,. •...

Herman K. Ellis
- 3. W. Young

Peet Bost Pizza In Kentucky

Lassiter Auto Sales
[ North 12th trait

Phone 753 2221

•

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
So. Side Manor Shopping Center
753 3892

Bel Air Shopping Center

Shirley Florist

641 Super Shell

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St.
753-3251

Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:00 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

3.n W Main

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food
1415 Main Street

T

Phone 753-2202

Palace Drive-In

Owner
.
Portable SPr•,C•
Custom Wrought Iron.
Fabrication and Repair
Mau. .. .-.i -, ,. k., „!
Phone 753-1378

Five Points

Phone 753-7992

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2024

Ezell Beauty School
Beauty Services To All . . At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"
406 No. 4th St.

G AND.H MOBILE HOMES

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

New & Used

Phone 753-4723

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Grain Division

.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
, ,-,3•$720

lioltr.

'Al I-, St 1,.. E Atlr, 0 . ', "."`Le' SI.
J0.4,1 CI C.14,,c.,,,
G ot G HOPSCI•
753 2on•s
I-10.AF
416 5E100
r1 I

Tom's Pizza Palace

Storey's Food Giant

I

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding
i

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service

Sale Evary Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 153-5334

Phone 753-7724
Building Lois
Pasr
and Lake Property — guying Selling - Leasing
-

Jerry's Triangle Inn

Murray Auto Parts

0

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Commercial

The Cleaner That's Interested In
You

Murray Livestock Company

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Residential

Jerry & Barbara Atkins - Owners
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Served "Year Round"
Plate Lunches - Steaks - Bar-B-Q Ribs - Sea Food
Junction Hwy. 80 & 68. Aurora
Phone 474 2273

Rebuilt Engines & Transmissidhs - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424

1105 Pogue - IBlock E. of S 12th - Phone 753-1489

Phone 753-1675

Ambassallor - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Can
534448

Phone 474-2202

Boone's Incorporated

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

r

Farnous Fish Dinners
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

di

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinnereef
Special Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over
Open 7 Da.,
., A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Aurora Rd. on Hwy 68 Ph. 474-2259

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

See The Old Country Store
/
1
2 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. — Ph: 492-2286

Carroll Tire Service

13• WI nip

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
01 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734

The Hitching Post

I

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Holiday Inn

"Ws Finger Likin' Good"
Free D•Ihrery on Orders of U.* or More
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

Phone 753-5200

Hutson Cin•mical Co., Inc.
i i.,
, i
.,. '' -

, i . , I zer Needs"
iine 753-1933

.

. Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
'

Heating 'Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
Phone 70-Alla
8th at Chestnut
,.

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
Murray and Mayfield

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building

Colonial House Smorgasbord
.

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads
Meals - Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North
Phong 753 2700
-

West K. Rural Electric
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Co-f)Perative Corp.U
_Used Cars — Minor Repair'
....., _ Day 753-5862 Night 753-3548
•

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Ars. Thomas E. Brown Owners
• -•PhOrie 1361$5,or 436-5310
''.'.'
'
.- '- -- •

rear.wet

